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REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF OTTAWA-CARLETON REPORT
MUNICIPALITÉ RÉGIONALE D’OTTAWA-CARLETON RAPPORT

 Our File/N/Réf. 03   06-97-0150
Your File/V/Réf.

DATE 2 September 1997

TO/DEST. Co-ordinator
Corporate Services and Economic Development Committee

FROM/EXP. Regional Clerk

SUBJECT/OBJET GRANTS REQUEST OUTSIDE REGULAR GRANTS PROCESS
CANADIAN MASTERATHLETE FEDERATION

DEPARTMENTAL RECOMMENDATION

That the Corporate Services and Economic Development Committee recommend Council
approve a grant request in the amount of $10,000 to the Canadian MasterAthlete
Federation, with the funds to be provided from the Provision for Unforeseen.

PURPOSE

This report presents a project grant request (Annex A) in the amount of $75,000 for the Canadian
MasterAthlete Federation to be held in Ottawa, January 23 - February 1, 1998.

PURPOSE OF THE GRANT

The MasterAthlete Federation is requesting a grant contribution of $75,000 towards the staging
of the Opening Ceremonies and the Community Spirit Reception for regional volunteers at the
conclusion of the Games.

BACKGROUND

The World MasterAthlete Games are for women and men who compete in sports throughout their
lives and wish to compete internationally.

The Canadian MasterAthlete Federation attended the 21 November 1995 meeting of the
Corporate Services and Economic Development Committee and made a presentation to
Committee outlining information on the event   (Refer 21 Nov 95 Minute Extract at Annex B).
During this presentation, it was reported the first Winter MasterAthlete World Games would take
place in Ottawa in 1998, an event expected to attract 8,000-12,000 athletes from across Canada
and around the world.
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GAMES UPDATE

In addition to the project information outlined in Annex A, the following has been provided as an
update on the status of the Games:

Budget:

The recent budget (Annex C), identifies expenses of $1,710,000 with corresponding revenues.
Revenue sources include registration based on 5,500 participants; Games properties of $500,000;
and cash sponsorships of $175,000.

Marketing

Promotion of the Games has been the distribution of tens of thousands of entry booklets sent
throughout Canada, the United States and the World.  There is an Internet Site and representation
from the Organizing Committee at major local and world events.

Registration

The Canadian MasterAthlete Federation has not provided current figures but did forward a list of
requests for entry books and telephone, mail and internet requests (Annex D refers).  Additionally,
a list of Countries, developed several years ago, is included to indicate the Countries expected to
participate.

Local Community Involvement

The Ottawa office has been staffed full time by the Canadian MasterAthlete Federation since the
first week in September, 1997.

PANEL DISCUSSION

In accordance with the grants outside budget guideline, the grant proposal was reviewed by the
Regional Clerk to determine initial eligibility and subsequently considered by a recommendation
panel made up of representatives from the Ottawa Tourism and Convention Authority; the Health
Department; and the Chief Administrative Office.

The project application is for the Opening Ceremonies and the Volunteer Recognition Reception
at the end of the Games.  The Opening Ceremonies are billed by the event organizers as The
National Capital welcome for the MasterAthletes from around the world - open to the
community, free of charge, as participating spectators.   The project, in essence, is to support the
hosting functions associated with the event.  From a Tourism perspective, the welcoming of
visitors is a positive initiative.  For our residents it is an activity that promotes active living, with a
wide range of sports that include categories for individuals with disabilities.
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The request to the Region is for $75,000 based on a total budget of $147,000 for both the
Opening and Volunteer Recognition events.  The Panel, while supportive of these two
components, recommends that the grant be for a reduced amount.  The project budget as
presented identifies costs but does not include revenues.  The Opening Ceremonies will be a
highly visible event, with many sponsorship opportunities. With some Government support,
organizers will be able to work with the private sector, to secure services in kind, and cash
sponsorships to cover costs associated with the Opening event and closing volunteer reception.

CONCLUSIONS - RECOMMENDATION PANEL

The Opening Ceremonies and Volunteer Recognition component of the MasterAthlete Games
should be supported, but as the Region continues to face financial challenges, and as there are
opportunities for sponsorship support for this project, the Panel recommends a grant of $10,000.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION

A public consultation process is not applicable for individual grant requests.

Approved by
Mary Jo Woollam

Attach. (2)

FINANCE DEPARTMENT COMMENT

As of September 16, 1997, the uncommitted balance in the 1997 Provision for Unforeseen
account is $103,890.

Approved by
Kent Kirkpatrick
on behalf of the Finance Commissioner
































